Temptation To Invest
Incentive To Lease!

C H A N D I G A R H

Berkeley Realtech Ltd.
24, Industrial & Business Park, Phase-I, Chandigarh ( INDIA)
Email: info@berkeleyindia.com Website: www.berkeleyindia.com

Disclaimer - This marketing brochure is for guidance only. It does not constitute part of any offer or contract. Design is subject to change without notice.
All images and pictures are artistic conceptualisation and only indicative and do not purport to replicate the exact product.

Your New Business Address In The City Beautiful

Designed To Stand Out

Berkeley Square is going to be a spectacular six
story Commercial Tower, ideally suited for those
who enjoy being in the midst of all the action.
Working here is intended for people who seek to
be associated with a vibrant community of like
minded individuals. From an incredible
architectural style to the breathtaking ambience
of the place, Berkeley Square is a fitting
business address for Corporate Houses and
multi-national companies seeking to establish
base or relocate in the City Beautiful.

2, 00, 000 sq. ft. of built up area.
Six story marvel of modern architecture
Mezzanine floor
5 parking levels
Splendid tinted glass facade
100% power back-up
High speed lifts
Fully equipped with fire fighting equipment
State-of-the-art construction
Duly approved by the Chandigarh Administration
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Over 1,50,000 Happy Customers
Across North India
And Growing In Numbers Every Day...

Berkeley Group
Meet Berleley Group. A Rs. 600 crore corporate entity
with diversified interests in-

Real Estate
Infrastructure and real estate development in
various cities of North India.

Automobiles
Dealerships of cars across the
Chandigarh Tri-city.

Securities & Commodities
Member- BSE, NSE, MCX & NCDEX & ICX.

Retail
Setting up retail stores and retail chain
management.

Berkeley Group is one of North India's top Business houses with interests in
Automobiles, Financial Services, Insurance Broking, Securities and Commodities
Trading, Retail and Real Estate.
Berkeley group is a successful saga of first generation entrepreneurship. Since its
inception in the year 1994, it has come a long way and won the trust of its valued
customers. Berkeley Automobiles is the most favoured and renowned Maruti Suzuki
Dealer in North India. So much so that its name has become synonymous with this
leading brand of cars. No wonder then, that it has an impressive and growing database
of more than 1,50,000 customers. Every Berkeley group company is a trendsetter and
customer driven. Berkeley Group believes in providing its associates true value for
money. It believes in cultivating long term associations with people it works with. And that
perhaps is the mantra of its success. The Group's clarity of vision and honesty of intent
will definitely make Berkeley Realtech Ltd a rock solid foundation of your dreams.
Berkeley Square is an ambitious venture of Berkeley Realtech Limited, a group
company involved in the infrastructure and real estate development.
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S I T E

P L A N

CHANDIGARH
The City Of Opportunity
To even

the most

uninitiated
estate,

in real
Berkeley

Krypton has all the
trappings of a prime
piece of real estate
being converted into a
high value business
complex right in the
heart

of

City’s

Industrial & Business Park-I. Berkeley Square is a
modern business complex with all the amenities that you
will like to have in a place that you will like to have your
office in.
Its close proximity to the transport hubs( airport, railway
station and ISBT) makes its location simply ideal. It is also
easily accessible from the Rajiv Gandhi IT Park and the
other business landmark of the city-Sector-17 plaza.

Chandigarh...From

the City Beautiful

to The

Opportunicity.
Not so long ago Chandigarh was perceived as a city
people chose to study or retire. But no more. Now the
rhythm of the city has changed and the beat is different. It
is vibrant and there is a buzz of activity in the air. It has
shaken itself out of slumber.
The wheel of industry and the bytes of IT have changed
its very ambience. It is growing and growing really fast.
No wonder then that the real estate is booming. There is a
premium on everything. In such a scenario Berkeley
Square is an opportunity in Opportunicity. It offers you
prime office space. You can also call it investment in
future. A really bright future!
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Designed To Increase Efficiency

To ensure that you have a perfect work environment that is
second to none, the offices are equipped with most
sophisticated technology and modern amenities.
24 hr. power back-up.
Business lounge
Reception Desk
24 hr. security and security cameras
Ample parking space

Ideal ForCorporate Offices
Stand alone Modern Business Stores
Speciality Café/ Restaurants
Speciality Retail Outlets
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Berkeley’s

Corporate
Business
Hub
Industrial Area, Chandigarh
Vision Statement

Berkeley Realtech Limited envisions to be the empire of future
with perfect and strategic real estate solutions. Our alchemy of
great vision banks on extensive customer database and relentless
efforts of an experienced team of experts in Real Estate business.
It is our mission to interpret, evaluate and implement the best real
estate strategies for maximum customer satisfaction. With this
vision and conviction; we aspire to realize the dreams into a
beautiful reality and become one stop shop for cost-optimized real
estate solutions, risk mitigation, integrated service and delivery on

Pocket

time.
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The Future With Berkeley Realtech Ltd.
In the times to come, Berkeley Realtech Ltd. (BRL) is entering the real estate sector in a big
way. BRL realises that infrastructure holds the key to development in any region. It has done
extensive research on the possibilities of developing real estate that addresses the
requirements of the people.

Plans are on the anvil to launch an ambitious Residential cum Office complex in the Chandigarh
Tri-city.
Yet another modern office complex is also in the pipeline in the City Beautiful.
Work is also in progress to develop a never before Multi-purpose Concept Complex in
Chandigarh that will serve as a business, residential and entertainment Hub.

Berkeley Krypton will showcase the capability and acumen of BRL. Soon the company plans to
dot the city with many such landmarks.
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